Defy organizational blindness by driving and sustaining engagement at all levels with continuous improvement of your organization’s safety team.

Adaptive BBS™ is an expert system designed to maximize your field of view, preventing organizational blindness. With increased awareness, the system empowers your safety team to make changes and gives them the tools to verify that those changes are effective in an observation process.
How we do it

Adaptive BBS™

The Adaptive BBS application helps to identify and address problems within your organization. Acting as a partner to your observers and steering committee, it drives strong feedback loops focused on improving effectiveness in recognizing and removing barriers.

Easy-To-Use

- Fast Implementation
- Personalized data entry
- Action item tracking
- Multiple feedback channels for reviewers and observers
- Notifications and alerts

Data Visualization

- Geolocation tracking for observations entered
- Data exploration and ad hoc reporting
  - Contact Rate, Coaching Rate, Review Rate, Participation Rate
- Company and user dashboards

Platform Features

- Responsive web application
- Host data worldwide
- GDPR compliant
- Branding personalization
- Upload files to observations and exposures
- Open API

About Us

We are consultants and business partners to many of the world’s largest chemical, oil and gas, transportation, utility, pharmaceutical and agriculture companies. Through a transformational approach, we guide clients in evolving both their organizational culture and their operational environment, enabling them to reduce exposure and injuries, save lives, protect assets - and in the process, achieve higher performance.